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ELCOME TO THE 70TH TECHNOLOGY FALL CONFERENCE,

Technology Education: Connections to Math, Science, and

Engineering. Thanks to the efforts of faculty, staff, program

candidates, and colleagues in schools and industry, the program is once again
diverse and educational.
We have one new faculty member, Michael Nehring, who comes to us
from University of Minnesota. He is teaching graduate and methods classes
and has a strong interest in STEM education. Please welcome him. And,
after 36 years with the Department of Technology, Phil Gaines will be retiring at the end of this academic year. Please congratulate and thank him for
his service to the department and the profession.
During the last academic graduation cycle, 62 candidates graduated
from our undergraduate degree programs while 17 candidates completed
a Master of Science in Education degree. Job opportunities continue to
exceed candidates to fill those jobs. We appreciate the efforts of our
colleagues in secondary schools who recruit for the profession and
specifically for our programs.
As we anticipate the renovation of our facilities and the revision of our
curriculum, we appreciate your input, your ideas, and your questions.
Thank you for attending this 70th conference. We hope it has been a
worthwhile, rewarding experience. Save the dates for the 71st conference
— October 28 and 29, 2010.

Sincerely,

Judith Belt, Interim Chairperson
Department of Technology

general information
REGISTRATION
Wilber Hall Lobby
Thursday, 8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Friday, 8:00 – 11:00 a.m.
COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS
Sheldon Hall, 2nd Floor Ballroom
Thursday, 9:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.
Friday, 9:00 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
Exhibits will be open during lunch time.

SHIP’S PROGRAM*
Sheldon Hall
Thursday, noon – 12:15 p.m.
Friday, noon – 12:15 p.m.
*You must be present to win a prize.

CONFERENCE RECEPTION*
Elk’s Lodge, West Fifth and Bridge Streets (Route 104)
Thursday, 5:00 – 6:30 p.m.
*Name badges are provided for all paid registrants.
Please wear your name badge.
To attend the reception, you must be 21 or older.

HOSPITALITY ROOM
104 Park Hall
Thursday, 7:30 – 11:00 a.m.
Friday, 7:30 – 11:00 a.m.

Persons with disabilities needing accommodations to attend
the conference should contact Teri Davis in the
main department office at 315.312.3011
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fall conference staff
Conference Chairperson
Judith Belt
Conference Program & Web Site
Daniel V. Tryon

Conference Reception
Philip Gaines

Budget and Finance
Teri Davis

Publicity & Program Editor
Judith Belt

Commercial Exhibits
Philip Gaines
Michael Nehring

Student Coordinator
Mark Hardy

Conference Printing
College Publications Office

Registration
Rich Bush
Donna Matteson

Graphics and Signs
John Belt

Presenter Services
Mark Springston

Shuttle Services
Thomas Kubicki

Transportation Displays
Earl Billings

Thanks to Our candidates!

Many of the conference activities and services are possible only
because of the efforts of many students, especially the officers and
members of the Oswego Technology Education Association. Their
assistance and support of the conference and the Department are
sincerely appreciated.
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Joe Zahra
Edward Zak

thursday itinerary
October 29, 2009

REGISTRATION
8:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Wilber Hall Lobby
Conference registration and general information is available both days in
the Wilber Hall lobby. Separate registration area for presenters.

COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS
9:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.
Sheldon Hall, 2nd Floor Ballroom
SHIP’S PROGRAM
noon – 12:15 p.m.
You must be present to win a prize.
Exhibits will be open during the lunch break. Please take time to
support the commercial exhibitors.

LUNCH ON YOUR OWN
noon – 1:15 p.m.
The Campus Center offers a variety of lunch options.
The Campus Center is west of Wilber Hall.
See map—page 12

HOSPITALITY ROOM
7:30 – 11:00 a.m.
104 Park Hall
Enjoy the coffee and doughnuts.

Persons with disabilities needing accommodations to attend
the conference should contact Teri Davis in the
main department office at 315.312.3011
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session 1
Thu. 9:00 to 10:00 a.m.

Energy Education with a Jolt of Solar
Repeated in Session 8—Fri. 2:45–3:45 p.m.

Ray Pitcher, William Rock
301 Park Hall

Are your students (and teachers) Energy Smart? Are you solar powered?
Our multi-discipline hands-on lessons show energy’s relationship to the
environment, our economy, and to energy efficiency. You will mine coal,
launch rockets, motorize toys with solar power. Appropriate for every subject
area, K-12. Statewide KidWind and WindWise programs will be discussed.
Attendees will receive curriculum and classroom materials.

How to Run a Technology
Education Course on $300 or Less

Frederick Seeburger
201 Park Hall

Repeated in Session 5—Fri. 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Teaching any course can be difficult, but what do you do when your operating budget is under $300? This session will provide ideas, resources, and
links for teachers to use that will not break the bank. At the conclusion of the
presentation, all who participate will receive an educational packet of lessons
and instructional materials.

CAM Software in the Classroom

Dan Horn
163 Wilber Hall

Learn about ESPRIT: a high-performance, full-spectrum, computer-aided
manufacturing (CAM) system for a full range of machine tool applications. The
software takes a CAD file drawn by an engineer, designer, or student and helps
the user program parts for CNC machine tools. ESPRIT will be demonstated,
NC files created, and parts cut on a HAAS mill.

Using Concept Maps to
Improve Student Learning

Matt Spindler
204 Park Hall

Concept mapping assists students in making sense of complex information
by providing a means of organizing and representing knowledge, ideas, and
ways of thinking. In this session you will learn how concept maps can be used
as a tool for learning, teaching, and assessment.
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session 1

[Thu. 9:00 to 10:00 a.m. continued]

Learning Web Technologies
Through Creating Portfolios

Mark Springston,
Matt Starke, Kenny Bouwens
DOUBLE SESSION — Thu. 9:00 to 11:45 a.m.
253 Wilber Hall
This hands-on workshop engages technology teachers with how to use current
tools such as Adobe Flash, Dreamweaver, and Photoshop to enable students
(Grades 8-12) to create web-based portfolios and publish multimedia products
to the World Wide Web. Units included are web design, html, web-page
production, and motion graphics. Participants will receive a lab-pack instructional CD with lessons and projects. This workshop is designed for teachers
with beginning/intermediate skill level with publishing multimedia to the
web. Please note that this workshop will include “hands-on” time, and is longer
than the standard presentation time (double session).

Cooperating Teachers: Importance
of the Role in the Education Process

Judith Belt, Clark Greene
160 Wilber Hall

This session is intended to share information with current and perspective
cooperating teachers who mentor teacher candidates from SUNY Oswego
and SUNY Buffalo. You are a vital link between pre-service and in-service
training for New York State technology teacher candidates.

Grant Writing

Bruce A. King
304 Park Hall

Develop additional support for your program; write a grant. The workshop will
aid the technology teacher in locating available grants and overcoming the
hesitancy of writing a grant.

Teaching Strategies for Today’s
High School Auto Tech Programs
Repeated in Session 7—Fri. 1:30-2:30 p.m.

Neil Miller, Alan A. Pedisich,
Donald G. Schaefer,
Jonathan M. Ruvio
105 Park Hall

Auto tech programs, especially those in space-confined districts, continue
to decline. Port Washington school district’s program was on the verge of
extinction until our Technology Education Department resurrected it
and brought it into modern times. This program will explore methods of
teaching auto tech including the use of electronic diagnostic scanners and
interdisciplinary approaches plus offer tips on finding funding for the
program.
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session 2
Thu. 10:45 to 11:45 a.m.

Revision + Renovation:
Oswego’s Technology Curriculum Update

Mark Hardy
201 Park Hall

We are looking for feedback on our proposed new undergraduate and
graduate curriculum plan. Park and Wilber halls are not the only significant
renovations going on at SUNY Oswego in the near future. Please offer
suggestions as we revise our instructional program.

Chief Architect Extreme
3D Residential Design

John Cheney, Dan Rawson
202 Park Hall

Repeated in Session 5—Fri. 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Chief Architect is a powerful industrial software used for architectural modeling, rendering, and design, with focus on residential and light commercial
design. Turn your students on to the most powerful user friendly CAD
program on the market. Applicable to grades 6–12.

RapManUSA —
Richard Amarosa, Mark Leonard
Rapid Manufacturing, Mechatronics
160 Wilber Hall
Repeated in Session 6—Fri. 10:45-11:45 a.m.
Join us as we show a new educational kit that may be used in your classroom
for multiple purposes. Use it to teach fundamentals of mechatronics, rapid
manufacturing, rapid prototyping, and more. The kit can be built by students
in a manufacturing unit on electro-mechanical assembly or quality control.
See the assembled kit and learn what opportunities are available with the
RapManUSA product.

Introduction to Nanotechnology
Repeated in Session 6—Fri. 10:45-11:45 a.m.

Edward Zak
207 Park Hall

This presentation will focus on a brief introduction to nanotechnology and
outline the content of a semester long high school course, as well as some of
the problems encountered during the development of the course. Developed
with funding from the National Science Foundation through the NaMCATE
Project, a three-year community college and high school curriculum project,
this course is in its second year at Sauquoit Valley High School.
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session 2

[Thu. 10:45 to 11:45 a.m. continued]

Prepping and Finishing a Surface

William Bush
108 Park Hall

This session concentrates on the third phase of a three phase model through
techniques developed over 30 years. Gain a good understanding of abrasives
and oil finishes that are not complicated. Learn to identify areas that will need
to be addressed prior to applying finish. Understand the reason for choosing
oil and top coats and finishing in stages. If you are struggling with the
prepping and finishing process, this presentation is a must for you.

A STEM Approach to Model Rocketry

Clark Greene
204 Park Hall

Model rocketry has long been a staple of technology education programs.
Recently, model rocketry has been adopted as an activity for middle school
science education classes. Despite obvious connections to math, science,
and technology, how much purposeful application of math, science, and
technology principles actually occurs? This presentation will carry you through
an entire rocketry activity with significant and planned attention to math and
science principles.

Positive Results of the Technology
Education MS Student Survey

Chuck Goodwin, Jan Stark
304 Park Hall

Attendees will be pleasantly delighted to hear about and graphically see the
positive results of three separate NYSTEA middle school student surveys.
This aggregated data (2004-2005-2009 surveys) has been and will be useful
in supporting technology education programs with the Board of Regents, NYS
Education Department, state legislators and with your local school districts.

Mobile Learning Meets Tech Ed:
Using the iPod Touch in Tech Classes

Mike Amante, Ryan Orilio
301 Park Hall

Whether gathering data in the field, conducting research on the go, communicating with colleagues and students, or running one of the many amazing
applications from the App Store, the iPod touch (or iPhone) is a perfect tool to
add to your technology classroom! During this session, learn how the iPod
touch can aid you as a technology teacher or be used by your students to
make mobile learning part of any technology course you teach!
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Lunch on Your Own. The Campus Center — west of
Wilber Hall — offers a variety of lunch options. See map on page 12.
Commercial Exhibits: 9:00 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.
Ship’ s Program drawings: noon – 12:15 p.m.

session 3
Thu. 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Photovoltaic and Small Wind
Projects for Your Classroom
Repeated in Session 6—Fri. 10:45-11:45 a.m.

Thomas Murphy,
Jeff Stevens, Craig Clark
301 Park Hall

Hands on demonstrations of photovoltaic and wind projects for your
classroom. Walk away with projects and material lists with prices.

Realistic STEM Education Instruction
Within a Case Study Approach

Chuck Goodwin
204 Park Hall

Through the NYSED version of Principles of Engineering, this presentation
addresses real world problem-solving via realistic STEM connected
approaches. Scientific principles, mathematical modeling, scale modeling,
system and subsystem integration, engineering design, and technological
processes are included.

Making Music in Technology —
How to Make an Electric Guitar

Scott Harvey
160 Wilber Hall

Repeated in Session 6—Fri. 10:45-11:45 a.m.
Want to do a cool project at the high school level? Come hear about the mistakes I made and all the things I would recommend you DON’T do when building fully functional, electric guitars with a class full of high school novice
woodworkers. See a few examples and learn a few tricks.
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session 3

[Thu. 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. continued]

Photography as a Measurement Tool
— Imaging Applications in Technology

Andrew Davidhazy
163 Wilber Hall

Repeated in Session 4—Thu. 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Photography can be a tool of measurement as well as art. In this session
the focus will be on its application through demonstrations to visualizing and
making measurements of high speed events with simplified equipment.
Stroboscopic techniques, frequency, velocity and event duration recorded
with basic cameras and low cost, ingenious, imaging solutions will be shared.

Intelitek — Robotics —
CAD/CAM-Rapid Prototyping —
PLTW Resources

David Crowell
202 Park Hall

Repeated in Session 4—Thu. 3:30-4:30 p.m.
For over two decades, we have provided NY technology educators comprehensive training solutions including CAD, CAM, CNC, and robotics. This session
will cover strategies for implementing new resources such as virtual modeling
software for technology and pre-engineering and affordable 3D printing and
VEX Robotics. Existing CNC and robotics users will learn how to update their
current Intelitek lab systems for more effective use in their programs. Posters
and sample curriculum will be provided to attendees.

Professional Master’s Degree in
Technology Education: 100% Online

Glenn Hider
304 Park Hall

Repeated in Session 6—Fri. 10:45-11:45 a.m.
Earn your master’s degree while teaching. 100% online program provides flexibility, enhancing your teaching and technology program. Five term program
provides professional experiences in: program development, grants, STEM,
sustainability, special populations, creativity, assessment, research, and more.
In state tuition only!

Challenges/Activities/Solutions
for 9–12 Communications Programs

William Mulvey
253 Wilber Hall

Repeated in Session 5—Fri. 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Communications technology has completed its shift to digital media. The array
of course activities should reflect current practices while the curriculum must
meet the needs of administrators and students. A collection of current activities
in the GHS ComLab will be shared for consideration. Join us for our annual
mini-reunion and dialogue about the joys of teaching communications.
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conference lunch
Check out the possibilities at various locations within the Campus Center.
Palates: Traditional to international flavors. Lower Level, Food/Activity Court area
Crossroads: Café & Grill. Main Level across from Welcome/Information Center
Cutting Board: Sandwiches, pizza, soups & salads. Lower Level, Food/Activity Court area
Laker Express: Quick to eat entrees, side dishes & pastries. Lower Level, Food/Activity Court area
Freshens Smoothies: Smoothies & coffee. Second Floor, Compass area

Conference
Sites

Conference
Parking
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session 4
Thu. 3:30 to 4:30 p.m.

Design Connections:
Design Skill-Building Projects

Amy Leidtke
352 Wilber Hall

Repeated in Session 6—Fri. 10:45-11:45 a.m.
Join industrial designer and Rhode Island School of Design faculty member,
Amy Leidtke, in a presentation of curriculum tools for design education,
including a series of skill-building projects for middle and high school
students. Design exercises reflect real-world visual arts studio experiences.
Projects promote learning design-based skills, including brainstorming,
mastering form and material, solving problems, working in groups and thinking creatively and strategically. Field-tested and kid-approved project briefs
contain elements of invention, discovery, and play.

Authentic Learning
Activities to Promote SQL

Linda Rae Markert, Jean Hallagan,
Benjamin Ogwo, Shashi Kanbur,
James Early, Jack Narayan
204 Park Hall

SUNY Oswego’s SQL (Scientific and Quantitative Literacy) learning outcomes
will be introduced. The School of Education’s Dean will moderate a panel led
by Dr. Jean Hallagan, who, together with other members of the SQL Committee, will introduce examples of innovative pedagogies and project-based
assignments that we believe can promote SQL across the curriculum for all
academic majors.

Positive Results of the Technology
Chuck Goodwin, Jan Stark
Education High School Student Survey
304 Park Hall
Attendees will hear about and see graphically the positive results of the
NYSTEA high school student surveys. These surveys, conducted in 2005, 2007,
adn 2009, have been and will be useful in educating the Board of Regents,
NYS Education Department, state legislators and local school districts.

Middle School Product Testing Unit

Clark Greene
160 Wilber Hall

Certain characteristics of technological products and materials impact every
minute of our lives. This presentation focuses on development of team designed
tests to evaluate specified characteristics of identified products and/or materials.
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session 4

[Thu. 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. continued]

Physical Computing:
Using Motion, Light,
and Sound as Interface

Cara Thompson, Brian Hauser
Dawn Orlandella, Carla Senecal
253 Wilber Hall

Physical computing and Adobe Flash. This is a student/faculty (SUNY Oswego)
project combining the industry standard multimedia software package, Adobe
Flash, various sensors (such as light, infrared, RFID and motion), as well as web
cameras tracking human movement to create interaction with a computer
interface. In this interface (geared toward children), children interact with virtual
pets by making sound and movement to trigger actions in their pet. RFID tags
allow the user to physically react with objects (stuffed animals).

Technology Education:
A State Education Department Update

Phil Dettelis
201 Park Hall
Find out what’s new at the State Education Department and how it affects
technology education. Topics include: new leadership, funding opportunities,
what’s happening with STEM, technology education summit action steps, the
new Web page, and more.

Photography as a Measurement Tool
— Imaging Applications in Technology

Andrew Davidhazy
163 Wilber Hall

Repeat from Session 3—Thu. 1:30-2:30 p.m.
Photography can be a tool of measurement as well as art. In this session
the focus will be on its application through demonstrations to visualizing and
making measurements of high speed events with simplified equipment.
Stroboscopic techniques, frequency, velocity and event duration recorded
with basic cameras and low cost, ingenious, imaging solutions will be shared.

Intelitek — Robotics —
CAD/CAM-Rapid Prototyping —
PLTW Resources

David Crowell
202 Park Hall

Repeat from Session 3—Thu. 1:30-2:30 p.m.
For over two decades we have provided NY technology educators comprehensive training solutions including CAD, CAM, CNC, and robotics. This session will
cover strategies for implementing new resources such as virtual modeling
software for technology and pre-engineering and affordable 3D printing and
VEX Robotics. Existing CNC and robotics users will learn how to update their
current Intelitek lab systems for more effective use in their programs. Posters
and sample curriculum will be provided to attendees.
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friday itinerary
October 30, 2009

REGISTRATION
8:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
Wilber Hall Lobby
Conference registration and general information is available both days in
the Wilber Hall lobby. Separate registration area for presenters.

COMMERCIAL EXHIBITS
9:00 a.m. – 12:15 p.m.
Sheldon Hall, 2nd Floor Ballroom
SHIP’S PROGRAM
noon – 12:15 p.m.
You must be present to win a prize.
Exhibits will be open during the lunch break. Please take time to
support the commercial exhibitors.

LUNCH ON YOUR OWN
noon – 1:15 p.m.
The Campus Center offers a variety of lunch options.
The Campus Center is west of Wilber Hall.
See map—page 12

HOSPITALITY ROOM
7:30 – 11:00 a.m.
104 Park Hall
Enjoy the coffee and doughnuts.

Persons with disabilities needing accommodations to attend
the conference should contact Teri Davis in the
main department office at 315.312.3011
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session 5
Fri. 9:00 to 10:00 a.m.

What is Geospatial Technology?
Lessons for your Classroom

Scott Weller
207 Park Hall

Real world, fun applications built into an overview of geospatial technology
will be shared in this presentation. Educators will find lessons that are easy to
implement into their classrooms and to integrate into Project Lead the Way,
Career Exploration, CAD, Technology Education, Business, Agriculture, or Environmental Science. A perfect fit for STEM initiatives. Free K–8 lessons.

STEM Activities in the Classroom

Jan Stark
204 Park Hall

While STEM Education is a relatively new theme, MST has been around for
awhile. I will share a number of activities that are accomplished in my World
of Technology course that utilize the MST standards and are STEM education
project based.

STEM — Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Math Resources

Joe Zahra
301 Park Hall

Education and industry leaders are currently working together to design a
vision and model for STEM education. The presentation will provide an
overview of educational resources currently being used in technology and
engineering programs in NY. These STEM resources which integrate math and
science for third year credit are being used in programs offered as Principles of
Engineering, and World of Technology.

Why We Chose Technology Education

Jennifer Mattice,
Kelsey Norberg,
Meghan Stewart, Laurie Edwards
352 Wilber Hall

This presentation is a panel of pre-service teacher candidates sharing their
reasons for entering the field — the goal is to increase and encourage the
recruitment of young women into the profession of technology education.

Information about the 2010 Fall Conference
can be found on the Web — http://www.fallconference.com
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session 5

[Fri. 9:00 to 10:00 a.m. continued]

Interdisciplinary, Intermediate,
Elementary Technology Education

David Gibaldi
160 Wilber Hall

This presentation will discuss a graduate independent study that constructed
an interdisciplinary technology education unit, through research, that can be
used in the intermediate elementary grades. Also, it will discuss the importance of having technology education in the intermediate elementary grades.

Chief Architect Extreme
3D Residential Design

John Cheney, Dan Rawson
202 Park Hall

Repeat from Session 2—Thu. 10:45-11:45 a.m.
Chief Architect is a powerful industrial software used for architectural modeling, rendering, and design, with focus on residential and light commercial
design. Turn your students on to the most powerful user friendly CAD
program on the market. Applicable to grades 6–12.

How to Run a Technology
Education Course on $300 or Less

Frederick Seeburger
201 Park Hall

Repeat from Session 1—Thu. 9:00-10:00 p.m.
Teaching any course can be difficult, but what do you do when your operating budget is under $300? This session will provide ideas, resources, and
links for teachers to use that will not break the bank. At the conclusion of the
presentation, all who participate will receive an educational packet of lessons
and instructional materials.

Challenges/Activities/Solutions
for 9–12 Communications Programs

William Mulvey
253 Wilber Hall

Repeat from Session 3—Thu. 1:30-2:30 p.m.
Communications technology has completed its shift to digital media. The array
of course activities should reflect current practices while the curriculum must
meet the needs of administrators and students. A collection of current activities
in the GHS ComLab will be shared for consideration. Join us for our annual
mini-reunion and dialogue about the joys of teaching communications.

Interested in hosting a student teacher?
Stop in 208 Park Hall in the School of Education Field Placement
Office and speak to James Decker, Assistant Field Placement
Coordinator for Technology Education.
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session 6
Fri. 10:45 to 11:45 a.m.

Robotics and Mag. Lev. —
Saving Money Using LEGO

Steven Hughes
108 Park Hall

My shrinking materials budget has made me become more creative and
practical with reusable materials. Come see my project ideas using LEGOs,
magnets, and robots including Mag. Lev. RCX and NXT.

NYS STEM Collaborative Meeting

Jan Stark
306 Park Hall

This session is scheduled for members of the NYS STEM Collaborative. Others
are welcome to attend to learn of the work of this group toward STEM education in NYS and the STEM INSTITUTE planned for summer 2010 at SUNY
Oswego.

Rowing Skiff Restoration

Richard Bush
105 Park Hall

See and hear about the 250-hour restoration of a 1900s rowing skiff. Many
new products were used and will be discussed. Basic skills are all you need to
get started in restoring your own boat.

Photovoltaic and Small Wind
Projects for Your Classroom
Repeat from Session 3—Thu. 1:30-2:30 p.m.

Thomas Murphy,
Jeff Stevens, Craig Clark
301 Park Hall

Hands on demonstrations of photovoltaic and wind projects for your
classroom. Walk away with projects and material lists with prices.

Introduction to Nanotechnology
Repeat from Session 2—Thu. 10:45-11:45 a.m.

Edward Zak
207 Park Hall

This presentation will focus on a brief introduction to nanotechnology and
outline the content of a semester long high school course, as well as some of
the problems encountered during the development of the course. Developed
with funding from the National Science Foundation through the NaMCATE
Project, a three-year community college and high school curriculum project,
this course is in its second year at Sauquoit Valley High School.
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session 6

[Fri. 10:45 to 11:45 a.m. continued]

RapManUSA —
Richard Amarosa, Mark Leonard
Rapid Manufacturing, Mechatronics
160 Wilber Hall
Repeat from Session 2—Thu. 10:45-11:45 a.m.
Join us as we show a new educational kit that may be used in your classroom
for multiple purposes. Use it to teach fundamentals of mechatronics, rapid
manufacturing, rapid prototyping, and more. The kit can be built by students
in a manufacturing unit on electro-mechanical assembly or quality control.
See the assembled kit and learn what opportunities are available with the
RapManUSA product.

Making Music in Technology —
How to Make an Electric Guitar

Scott Harvey
163 Wilber Hall

Repeat from Session 3—Thu. 1:30-2:30 p.m.
Want to do a cool project at the high school level? Come hear about the mistakes I made and all the things I would recommend you DON’T do when building fully functional, electric guitars with a class full of high school novice
woodworkers. See a few examples and learn a few tricks.

Professional Master’s Degree in
Technology Education: 100% Online

Glenn Hider
304 Park Hall

Repeat from Session 3—Thu. 1:30-2:30 p.m.
Earn your master’s degree while teaching. 100% online program provides flexibility, enhancing your teaching and technology program. Five term program
provides professional experiences in: program development, grants, STEM,
sustainability, special populations, creativity, assessment, research, and more.
In state tuition only!

Design Connections:
Design Skill-Building Projects

Amy Leidtke
352 Wilber Hall

Repeat from Session 4—Thu. 3:30-4:30 p.m.
Join industrial designer and Rhode Island School of Design faculty member,
Amy Leidtke, in a presentation of curriculum tools for design education,
including a series of skill-building projects for middle and high school
students. Design exercises reflect real-world visual arts studio experiences.
Projects promote learning design-based skills, including brainstorming,
mastering form and material, solving problems, working in groups and thinking creatively and strategically. Field-tested and kid-approved project briefs
contain elements of invention, discovery, and play.
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Lunch on Your Own. The Campus Center — west of
Wilber Hall — offers a variety of lunch options. See map on page 12.
Commercial Exhibits: open until 12:15 p.m.
Ship’ s Program drawings: noon – 12:15 p.m.

session 7
Fri. 1:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Safe, Odorless, Low-cost,
Vacuum Bag Composite Molding

Dan Tryon, Peter Wanamaker
160 Wilber Hall

Laboratory demonstration of vacuum bag composite molding. Remember
when composite molding meant smelly resins and itchy glass fibers! Not any
more! Add this critical material and construction technique to your curriculum without the hassles of the past! We will give you everything you need to
get started in composite molding!

Build a 4-Part Electric Motor
that Spins at 10,000 RPM!

Jim Juczak
201 Park Hall

I will make it fun, math and “sciency!” How about a simple make and take,
4-part electric motor that comes with the complete math/science explanation of the ‘right hand rule’ and induced emf? The motor consists of no modified or fabricated parts, to boot. All parts (a small cylindrical neodymium
magnet, a short drywall screw, a AA battery, and a piece of wire) for these
10,000 rpm motors will be provided for the first 50 attendees.

Combined Heat, Power, and Algebra —
Jean Hallagan
Energy Efficiency and Math
Patrick Witmer, Linda Day
Repeated in Session 8—Fri. 2:45–3:45 p.m. Heather Garcia, Sean O’Leary,
Matt Whaley and Ashley Wheeler
204 Park Hall
This presentation will explain the concept of combined heat and power,
followed with problems suitable to the algebraic classroom. Current mathematics standards call for students to make connections with mathematics in
authentic contexts. The lesson integrates current concepts in global energy
efficiency with the mathematics classroom.
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session 7

[Fri. 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. continued]

NYSTEA Advisory Council Meeting
DOUBLE SESSION — Fri. 1:30 to 3:45 p.m.

Chuck Goodwin
104 Park Hall

Our NYS Technology Education Advisory Council will be discussing numerous
topics that are stimulating, challenging, and influencing our teaching
discipline. Council members will be reviewing and responding to recent work
with the NYS STEM Ed. Collaborative, Summer 2010 STEM Ed. Institute, Tech.
Ed. Program Review, an updated Strategic Plan, and the MS Student Survey.

Utilizing Grant Funds to Enhance
POE and Develop a Robotics Program

Donald Schaefer
Jonathan Ruvio,
David Gibaldi
207 Park Hall

Over the past five years, through the assistance of the PWEF (Port Washington
Educational Foundation), Paul D. Schreiber High School has been able to
enhance its POE program as well as start a robotics program through entry
into US FIRST Robotics competition. Student projects will be displayed. Learn
how to utilize grant funds to enhance your program.

Teaching Strategies for Today’s
High School Auto Tech Programs

Neil Miller, Alan A. Pedisich,
105 Park Hall

Repeat from Session 1—Thu. 9:00-10:00 a.m.
Auto tech programs, especially those in space-confined districts, continue
to decline. Port Washington school district’s program was on the verge of
extinction until our Technology Education Department resurrected it
and brought it into modern times. This program will explore methods of
teaching auto tech including the use of electronic diagnostic scanners and
interdisciplinary approaches plus offer tips on finding funding for the program.

Thanks to everyone who has helped
us establish a technology endowment!

Our ultimate goal is to raise $1 million but we aren’ t there yet.
Brochures describing the endowment can be found in your conference
packet. Thank you for ensuring that the Department will be here to
serve the next generation of candidates!
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session 8
Fri. 2:45 to 3:45 p.m.

Got Wood?
Wood, the Alternative Fuel

David Gibaldi, Matthew Bock
105 Park Hall

This presentation will highlight the research, design, and construction of a
wood gasification unit used to power an internal combustion engine. There
will be discussion of how to add this type of design and engineering activity
into your energy or transportations systems course.

The High Art and Subtle Science of Scrounging

Jim Juczak
305 Park Hall

My book, The High Art and Subtle Science of Scrounging is now in print. Attend
this presentation on scrounging for the technology teacher and learn tips,
tricks, and techniques to bring recycle and reuse to life in your classroom.

Combined Heat, Power, and Algebra —
Jean Hallagan
Energy Efficiency and Math
Patrick Witmer, Linda Day
Repeat from Session 7—Fri. 1:30-2:30 p.m. Heather Garcia, Sean O’Leary,
Matt Whaley and Ashley Wheeler
204 Park Hall
This presentation will explain the concept of combined heat and power,
followed with problems suitable to the algebraic classroom. Current mathematics standards call for students to make connections with mathematics in
authentic contexts. The lesson integrates current concepts in global energy
efficiency with the mathematics classroom.

Energy Education with a Jolt of Solar
Repeat from Session 1—Thu. 9:00-10:00 a.m.

William Rock
301 Park Hall

Are your students (and teachers) Energy Smart? Are you solar powered?
Our multi-discipline hands-on lessons show energy’s relationship to the
environment, our economy, and to energy efficiency. You will mine coal,
launch rockets, motorize toys with solar power. Appropriate for every subject
area, K–12. Statewide KidWind and WindWise programs will be discussed.
Attendees will receive curriculum and classroom materials.

Who Do You Want to Take Your Job? Send students who
are interested in providing a unique educational experience through
technology education to an institution that prepares technology educators.
In the SUNY system that would be SUNY Oswego and SUNY Buffalo
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commercial exhibitors
Listed below are exhibitors for the 2009 Fall Conference. Their presence and
contributions help make our conference possible. We thank them for their
services, interest, and financial support.
We encourage all our conferees to patronize them.

Allegheny Educational Systems, Inc.
e-Instruction
Epilog Laser
GEARS Educational Systems, LLC
HITech
Imaging and Photo Technology / RIT
Kelvin
Lego Education
LJ Create
NYS Department of Health
Shortess-Rawson and Assoc.
Studica, Inc.
Technology Education Concepts
VMS
Welsh Products
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department staff
Technology Department • SUNY Oswego
Judith Belt
Interim Chairperson
Teri Davis
Secretary
Faculty
John Belt
Design
Candidate Teacher Supervision

Thomas Kubicki
Energy
Professional Education Sequence

Judith Belt
Technical Writing
Technology and Civilization

Donna Matteson
Technical Drawing
Computer Assisted Drawing

Earl Billings
Transportation

Michael Nehring
Graduate Education
Professional Education Sequence

Richard Bush
Materials Processing
Construction Systems
Technology Management
Coordinator

Mark Springston
Professional Education Sequence
Communication Systems
Graduate Education

Philip Gaines
Advisement Coordinator
Candidate Teacher Supervision

Daniel Tryon
Manufacturing Systems
Polymers

Mark Hardy
Electronics
Construction Systems
Graduate Education

Graduate Assistants
Kelsey Roman
Jeff Abrey
Peter Wanamaker

Special Guests
Jan Stark, NYSTEA President
Phil Dettelis, Technology
Education Liaison, NYSED

